
With Introhive’s Relationship Intelligence Platform

As the fastest-growing, publicly listed global real estate services company, Colliers International’s operations span 69 

countries and boasts a workforce of 12,000 strong. In order to provide clients with insightful ideas that accelerate 

sales, Colliers International looks for sophisticated and innovative technologies to manage their client relationships.

After implementing Introhive’s Relationship Intelligence platform, Colliers International in Canada saw a 40% in-

crease in client relationships generated and activities tracked, enhancing and adding to their existing client data. 

Case Study
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This caused Colliers International to look  

for a solution that would:

• Improve internal efficiency

• Encourage CRM adoption

• Enrich relationship data

• Increase the number of relationships in 

their contact database

Even though Colliers International in Canada customized their CRM to fit their unique business needs, they still 

struggled with getting their salesforce to log their activities and contact details within CRM. Internal training 

seminars on how to track emails and meetings weren’t helping solve the issue either.

Challenge

NEVEN BRADASEVIC  |  Colliers International Canada, CRM Manager

“ It was a constant challenge to have our users remember 
to track their meetings, calls, and contacts to CRM. Our 
users either saw it as a hassle or simply forgot to do it.”
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Colliers International in Canada 
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See how Introhive can help you by visiting www.introhive.com/demo
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Results

In implementing Introhive, Colliers International saw an increase in the number of contacts, emails, and 

meetings getting added to CRM this past year. The best part? This includes client and prospect information 

added from non-adopters of CRM, showing that Introhive doesn’t rely on CRM usage to impact a firm’s  

ability to increase visibility into relationships.

Colliers International along with Introhive has eliminated the need for brokers to record new  

contacts and log their activities, improving their team’s efficiency and relationship data. 

Insights from Introhive also helped the firm bring the right people to client meetings, enabling  

brokers to partner with others that have relationships at a target account they are pursuing. 
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With efficiency, adoption, better data, and increasing contacts as top priorities, Introhive partnered with Colliers 

International in Canada to deploy their Relationship Intelligence Solution. Focused on increasing broker efficiency and data 

quality, Introhive tracked every aspect of their client relationships with zero manual data entry or management required.

More Relationships 
Generated

Contacts Automatically 
Created

Emails Automatically  
Tracked and Logged

40% 3,606 25,100

Solution 

In addition, Introhive helped Colliers International overcome their challenges by automatically:

Entering and Maintaining 

Client Relationship Data

Scrubbing Emails 

to Identify New 

Relationships

Recording Client 

Appointments

Delivering Pre-

Meeting Briefings

Scoring and Mapping 

Client Relationships

NEVEN BRADASEVIC  |  Colliers International Canada, CRM Manager

“ Introhive’s email scrub to identify relationships was really innovative. 
We never looked at our emails before as a source of relationship data.”
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